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Dreams Visions And Testimonies Of
Monica Martin has a story to tell. It is one of hope, perseverance and above all, love. She had been sharing them one ...
New book shares stories of one woman's journey with the God of the universe
The Smithsonian Museum has commissioned a series of eight forward-looking shorts exploring social justice issues facing diverse communities across the
U.S. to screen as part of its major upcoming ...
Smithsonian Museum To Roll Out Community Filmmaking Showcase ‘Futures We Dream’ (EXCLUSIVE)
Recent Palestinian student films comprise a body of notable creative expression and valuable insights for students of the Middle East regarding political
context and lived experie ...
New Student Films from Palestine: Dreamers and Dreams in the Classroom
The high-rise condos along the Miami seashore long embodied the Florida dream of sunshine and prosperity. But the Champlain Towers South catastrophe
is obscuring that vision.
Florida, the Land of Gleaming Condos, Frets After Collapse
When souls of the Holocaust return in our generation. Excerpted from Sara Yoheved Rigler’s new book, I’ve Been Here Before. The Secret Society is so
recondite that most of its members are unaware that ...
I’ve Been Here Before: Holocaust and Reincarnation
Gulati walks us through the brand's Olympics campaign and all that it is doing to help more talent come under the spotlight ...
Our long-term vision is to support talent from grass-root levels and bring more Olympic glory to India: Deepak Gulati, Bridgestone India
Joshua Virasami is a London-born artist, writer and political organiser involved in various movements including Occupy and Black Lives Matter. Joshua
uses writing, film, music and direct action to ...
Joshua Virasami talks about joy and protest
The fate of June Jordan's visionary reimagining of Harlem, like the “progressive” design for IS 201, shows that when it comes to Utopias, the key question
is always: “Whose?” ...
How a Harlem Skyrise Got Hijacked—and Forgotten
Buzz Capital has completed a second-round equity raise, generating £500k for development studio Dream Harvest and publisher Fundamentally Games.
The round was led by Premiere Capital, with additional ...
Buzz Capital invests in Fundamentally Games and Dream Harvest
If only Democrats would listen to the throngs of anti-communist protesters marching through Cuba right now — perhaps then they’d quit their own socialistslash-communist leanings and pleadings and get ...
Cuba is the dream of the Democrats
From beating drums, to powerful rhythmic words, to growing gardens, we all find a way to tell stories that develop crucial ...
Planet Classroom Releases Focus on Personal Growth and Stories that Feed Heart, Mind and Soul
ISA is pursuing a vision of Dream Philippines – a country where ... Among its recent success stories are Balanga City (Mayor Joet Garcia), Butuan City
(Mayor Ferdinand Amante), Dipolog City ...
Commentary: A dream Philippines
When stories about trans people are created by trans people, it opens up a world of possibilities,” says the San Antonio–raised actress.
Nava Mau Shines (and Subverts Transgender Stereotypes) on HBO’s ‘Genera+ion’
Mercedes-Benz and PlayStation-owned video game developer Media Molecule have announced that they are teaming up to offer gamers the opportunity to
imagine their future with Dreams, a digital ...
Mercedes-Benz and Playstation Team Up to Imagine the Future with "Dreams"
To make sense of this organizational expansion, we have to understand that most of the ten thousand new organizations resemble Blue Marble Dreams
more than well-known international NGOs like CARE or ...
Amateurs without Borders: The Aspirations and Limits of Global Compassion
Veteran content creator N’Jeri Eaton will be joining Netflix as their first Head of Podcasts, Variety reports.
N’Jeri Eaton Becomes The First ‘Head Of Podcasts’ At Netflix
Think about any successful business story, and you will hear stories of great leaders who ... every leader must get right to translate their vision into reality
successfully: The American ...
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The Leadership Essentials: 5 Things Every Leader Must Get Right
BAFTA said this year's finalists were selected for their "creativity and vision," and explained that all shortlisted entries will be judged on "gameplay design
and their suitability for their ...
BAFTA YGD 2021 to honor young devs working in Unity, Unreal, Dreams, and more
An initiative that might go before voters this year could add more restrictions such as limiting building heights to three stories ... the vision through is
important. “By having a dream and ...
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